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REQUEST FOR RFP 
INTERVIEW ROOMS CAMERA SYSTEM 

FOR THE CITY OF STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 
(PUR 19-022) 

 
ADDENDUM No. 1 
 
DATE: 8/8/19 
 
To All Potential Bidders: 
 
A.  This Addendum shall be considered part of the bid documents for the above-mentioned project 
as though it had been issued at the same time and shall be incorporated integrally therewith.  Where 
provisions of the following supplementary data differ from those of the original bid documents, this 
Amendment shall govern and take precedence. BIDDERS MUST SIGN THE ADDENDUM AND 
SUBMIT IT WITH THEIR BIDS. 
 
B.  Bidders are hereby notified that they shall make any necessary adjustments in their estimates 
as a result of this Addendum.  It will be construed that each bidder's proposal is submitted with full 
knowledge of all modifications and supplemental data specified herein. 

 
THE CITY’S RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED ARE IN BLUE. 
 
Questions: 
In SEB Conference Room 

1. How much storage is needed? 
The amount of storage needed largely depends on the proposed system 
requirements. The City currently has approximately 8TB and would request the 
proposal accommodate at minimum the same capacity, with any necessary 
adjustments based upon proposed system requirements.  

 
2. Frame rate to record? 

Thirty frames per second 
 

3. Do you want to record by motion or push button? 
Push button for continuous record.  Push to start/stop with a signal light outside of 
interview rooms. 
 

Interview Room 2 
4. Demo and removal? 

Yes 
 

5. Are existing walls soundproof? 
No, none of the walls are soundproof. 

 
6. Open to changing the color? 

Yes 
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7. Where is your storage located? 
The server is on the 4th Floor, and encoders are in the closet. 

 
8. Are you open to any video management solution? 

Yes 
 

9. Does each room have individual systems? 
No. Although each room should be able to operate independently, they should all 
tie into the same storage and management solution.  
 

10. Do you want a notification light for audio or video? 
No benefit for two (2) separate lights. Light should be for whenever an audio, video 
or both are operating.  
 

Investigation Conference Room (“fish bowl”) 
11. Do you want to convert the conference room to an interview room? 

Yes 
 

12. Will the window need to be removed? 
No 

 
13. Will there be multiple viewers at the same time?  

All interview rooms need to be able to be viewed within the PD network, which 
should accommodate at least ten (10) viewers.  

 
14. Log in time; Service Account? 

The system needs to be able to issue a Temporary login/password to 
accommodate Guest login with limited credentials. 

 
Interview Room 1 

15. Are all rooms roughly the same size? 
Yes, the “fish bowl” room is the largest.  Please refer to the RFP Scope of Services 
Section 2.1 A for dimensions of rooms. 
 

Dave P. Office 
16. How long has PD been using MediaSolv? 

Since 2012. 
 

17. Are you able to flip between views? 
No, we can only watch one at a time.  Multiple views would be nice. 

 
18. Would you prefer a smaller camera with a bigger view? 

Yes. 
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19. Would you like to see the detective at the table, as well? 
Yes. 

 
20. Due to soundproofing, ok to list option of additional features? 

Yes, respond to what is required in the RFP, and list any additional recommended 
options. Please specify any options required to make the proposed system 
functional.  

 
21. Downloading locally? 

Burn to disk with proper name, copies, etc. 
 

22. You don’t currently have an on-screen indicator of the recording taking place? 
No. 
 

IT Closet 
23. Is this the only IT closet for this floor? 

No, there are two. 
 
Interview Room 3 

24. Two indicator lights? 
No. 

 
25. What is your budget for this project? 

Budget is set to fulfill project needs. 
 
Outside SEB 

26. Is there sufficient ceiling space? 
Yes, there is enough space.  The issue isn’t with space in the ceiling - It will be a 
challenge to obtain access because the ceilings are reinforced. 

 
27. Drop ceilings? 

There is an access panel to get into ceilings. 
 

28. Out of interview rooms?  
No, just inside rooms. 

 
PD Operation Building 

29. Same camera set-up? 
Yes. 

 
30. Any knowledge of above-ceiling wiring? 

Wire run, no ceiling access due to asbestos. 
 

31. Where do the lines from the Operations Building terminate at? 
 Closet with picture/picture device in network closet; Server in the basement. 
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32. Are there two servers? 
Yes, one in each building. 

 
33. Do you have a browser preference? 

IE, FireFox, Chrome – We use them all.  
 

34.  Does the current solution from each building tie into one server, or a server at 
each building?    

 Each building has a solo server. 
 

35. Where is access to the basement?  Pipe drop? 
Not run down to the basement, just network. 
 

36. Do you want touch panel/screens? 
Touch panel interactive to the system; communication point. 

 
37. Are you worried about people touching? 

No.  We don’t want a switch or a device that when brushed up against turns it off.  
 

38. Current solution, implement and migrate? 
Any current files need to be migrated, and metadata needs a migration map.  We 
need to archive and index. 

 
39. Is everything on DVD saved on the server? 

Yes. 
 

40. Pg. 7 states that “Proponent must possess a State Contractors License to perform 
the work specified within these documents” can the City please specify exactly 
what license is needed? 
The Contractor must be licensed with the California State Board of Contractors for 
the services included in the proposal, i.e., electrical. 
 

41. How many copies of the Fee Schedule (Attachment A) must vendors submit? 
One copy. 
 

42. Can the 6 copies of the response be bound? 
Yes. 
 

43. How much data in TBs needs to be migrated out of the existing system? 
8 TB. 
 

44. Would the City like vendors to quote for data migration services? 
Yes, we would require that as it would be part of this project.  
 

45. If a vendor uses a local business as a subcontractor to do a portion of the services, 
will the 2 or 5 percent bid preference be applied? 

  No, the vendor would not receive the 2 or 5% preference even if their subcontractor 
is local.  The preference is applied to the vendor that enters into an agreement with 
the City of Stockton per SMC Title 5 Chapter 5.08.  
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46. Can the City please confirm what version of Commander is currently being used 
for your existing system? 
We are using Version 2.5.0.0.10764 
 

47. Can the City please provide an approximate timeline of deployment dates for the 
system?  
The City will conduct vendor interviews in August and September with a target 
contract award date of November. Work would be expected to commence once a 
contract is approved and executed. 
 

48. The Financial Statement section of the RFP asks vendors to provide a balance 
sheet, income statement and current annual report, due to the length of these 
documents can those financial statements be provided separate from the response 
on a USB thumb drive? 

  Yes, they can be supplied on a USB as a separate file by the proposal deadline 
before August 15, 2019, at 2:00 p.m. 

 
49. Requirement #6 states: To allow a separate user to stop recordings that were 

started by another person. Can the other person be in the interview room or 
must they be able to do so from a remote location? 
The separate person should be able to stop recordings from the panel or from any 
computer that can access the solution through the City network.  
 

50. Can the City provide more definition around the following requirement: Dictation 
and transcription software that exports into a Word acceptable file? 
We are looking for software that can transcribe the audio from recordings and 
export from the application to a Word document: cut and paste. 
 

51. Can the City please explain what they mean by “Enterprise” licensing? 
Enterprise licensing for this purpose is based on a range of users and not a “per 
seat” license. For example, for X number of employees to Y number of employees, 
a flat licensing fee would be $AMOUNT. Or if the license has unlimited 
connections, please specify. 
 

52. The City has indicated it wants a cloud-based system; is this requirement still 
necessary “The system must include a highspeed external device that can 
make no less than 3 DVD-R or Blue Ray -R copies of a file/case at a time? 
Yes, this is still a requirement. As discussed in the job walk, our detectives use 
DVD and Blue Ray copies for discovery distribution and working files. The DVD/ 
Blue Ray writer should also label the non-media side of the disc with metadata 
from the case (report number, detective, a person being interviewed, etc.) 
 

53. Under the additional features section, is requirement A for a Mobile Interview room 
kit? 
No.  A mobile interview room kit is an optional component and not a requirement. 
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54. Regarding the following requirement, “Dictation and transcription software that 
exports into a Word acceptable file.” Does “word acceptable file” mean a Word 
doc or would a text file that can be opened in Word suffice? 
A Word doc is preferred, but any text file that can be opened in Word or cut and 
pasted into Word would be acceptable for this proposal.  
 

55. Do you need Cyber Insurance to meet City requirements to bid project? 
Yes.  The insurance requirements asked for Technology Professional Liability, 
which was described in the RFP Exhibit A – Insurance Requirements (for IT 
Professional Services), Section 4. This section is a description of Cyber Liability. 

 
BIDDER MUST ACKNOWLEDGE THIS AMENDMENT BY SIGNING BELOW AND 
ATTACHING THE SIGNED AMENDMENT  TO THE BID FORM: 
 
Company Name ______________________________________ 
 
Contact Person _______________________________________ 
 
Signature ____________________________________________ 
 
Date _________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
Bids Due – Promptly by 2:00 P.M., Thursday, August 15, 2019, City Clerk’s Office. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
----------------------------------City of Stockton Use Only below this line--------------------------------- 

Addendum acknowledged and signed?  _________(Procurement Specialist’s initials) 


